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HUMAN RIGHTS DAY TALK

UN Day Dinner
Time is running out to book your
tickets to The UNAA SA event “UN
Day Dinner” held on 1st November
at 6.30pm at the National Wine
Centre. It promises to be a fantastic
night, celebrating our cultural diversity through engaging the wider
community in celebration of the “UN
at 70”
• Your Ticket Includes:
A three course meal created and
overseen by one of the best chefs
in South Australia Tze Khaw, with
a focus on Multicultural Cuisine.
• 2 bottles of wine per table with
soft drinks and other alcohol
available for purchase (no BYO)

• Access to the famous Silent Auction! Giving you the chance to bid
for great prizes.
Come along to mingle with Adelaide’s notable politicians and celebrities, together with our generous
sponsors.
Our guest speaker for the event is
The Honourable Penny Wong, leader
of the opposition in the senate.
She is sure to be entertaining and
informative. Sonya Feldhoff is our
emcee in what promises to be an excellent night for everyone to enjoy!
We look forward to seeing you
there,
All tickets to be prepaid through either
the Paypal link below or by mailing the
attached invite to RSVP by 26 October to
John Crawford, 3 Church Terrace,
WALKERVILLE SA 5081, Ph: 8344 4978

The Honourable Penny Wong, Photo: ABC

Follow this link http://unaasa.org.au/
html/un_day_dinner.html

LIKE US ON FACEBOOK - “UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA - SA”

Or Follow this Link >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>www.facebook.com/unaasa
UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000

PH (08) 8223 2420
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Cameleers with Pamela Rajkowski: our September Discussion Evening
Pamela spoke about the story of the
Afghan people who came to Australia to work as cameleers, brought to
Australia to look after the camels
imported in 1865 by Thomas Elder
to provide the transport lifeline for
outback Australia. Initially many of
the camels came from the Canary
Islands.

There is a memorial to the cameleers in Whitmore Square that
represents a sand dune. They were
British Indian citizens, free to move
around the British empire. Although
they had three year visas, that required them to leave Australia every
three years, they were free to return
for a further period. After 1901 they
had to leave Australia, and then
reapply for permanent entry.

They mainly came from Baluchistan,
the Punjab and Sinde deserts areas.
While the majority were Muslim,
there were also Sikhs, Hindus, and
occasionally Parsees and Zoroastrians.

Elder imported the camels, and then
employed the cameleers on low
wages. They were not allowed to
bring their wives and families, and
it is noticeable that in old photographs we never see women. They
came to all states except Tasmania
and Victoria, providing transport
through the outback areas, carrying
supplies to the stations, and bringing wool and other produce back to
the coastal ports.
They got on well with the aboriginal
people.
In South Australia there was a
strong representation in Adelaide,
and evidence is now
seen throughout the
northern towns of
their presence. The
Adelaide Mosque
in Little Gilbert
Street in the South
Western corner of
the city was the first
permanent mosque
built in Australia,
being constructed in
1890 to 1892. Perth
followed with the

second permanent mosque in Australia in 1905. The country towns
also had mosques of less permanent
construction.

In looking after their camel trains
carrying their heavy loads (for example four bales of wool per camel),
they walked alongside the camels.
The goods carried by the camels had
to make a profit, and they could not
afford to take
passengers.

Among our volunteers and committee members we recollect their
contribution to early South Australia. Peter Faulkner remembers well
the camel trains passing through the
Mid-North towns of his childhood.
He was not afraid of the camel drivers as he was with passing gypsies.

Our Vice-President, John Langton
grew up near the Mosque in the city,
and remembers
Mohammad
Alum, the herbalist whose shop
at 181 Sturt
Street operated
from 1928 to
1954. Early in
the twentieth
century there
were five herbalists practising in
Adelaide.
The Whitmore Square Memorial

Elder used
the camels
for transport.
For example
the overland
telegraph
used camels to
transport all
of the necessary construction materials.
The telegraph
followed the camel tracks, and in
1870-72 the great northern railway,
“The Ghan” did likewise.
With age making such arduous
walking difficult, the older cameleers retired to the city, or found
more settled employment in the
country towns.

The history of the cameleers is still
evident in the northern country
towns. In Farina in the far north,
there is an Afghan section in the
cemetery, and there was a tin
mosque on the hill. Marree, where
the line terminated in 1884 had a
mosque, with an ablution pool, and
an Afghan section in the cemetery.
Maree still celebrates with the camel
races each July.

With her books, and her work in researching these stories she has been
able to bring together these families,
and to place on record the proud
contribution their ancestors made
to the development of our country.
Thank you very much Pamela for
such an interesting talk which
brought back so vividly a forgotten
chapter in Australian history

Alice Springs still has
an active mosque, as
well as a Camel Cup.
Bourke on the Darling River in outback
NSW still has a tin
mosque.

The Adelaide Mosque

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000

Pamela’s research on the cameleers and their
families, has found that the rich
mixed culture tended to disappear although there is interest and
considerable pride, amongst their
descendants, many still living in
country towns, as well as in the city.

There is a large
Muslim section in the
West Terrace Cemetery with cameleer
graves.

PH (08) 8223 2420
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DISCUSSION EVENING—ALL WELCOME
Tuesday 17 November 2015,
5.30 to 7.30pm
At the UNAA(SA) Office: 57/81 Carrington Street, Adelaide

SPEAKER: GLEN WOODWARD
SUBJECT:

MY CHINESE FRIENDS
this opportunity to have him as
our guest speaker to talk about his
Chinese Friends.
While Glen is well known to us,
having been a UNAA SA Committee
member from 2000 to 2010, and
who still attends and helps us at
many of our functions, we welcome

Almost 65 years ago Glen was
sent to teach in Darwin, and made
friends with the local Chinese community—a friendship and interest
that has been ongoing ever since.
He is an Hon. Life Member of the
Australia Japan Association.

Glen is well known in Adelaide as a
knowledgeable speaker on a number of topics which have contributed
to our South Australian past.
He is also a renowned guide, not
only in tours of the Adelaide Town
Hall, but also in guided walks in Mitcham Village, Urrbrae House, Unley
Park, Victoria Square and North
Adelaide.

Our evenings offer a great opportunity to engage our guests in informal discussion, with the small numbers
attending offering a chance for discussion and to ask questions.

Celebrating the

United Nations Human Rights Day

Topic:

The Letters Patent

The First Land Rights Legislation in Australia – never really honoured!

Speaker:

Owen Karpany 											
One of the participants in the award winning documentary The King’s Seal
which gives the Aboriginal and moral perspective on Indigenous Rights

Enquiries:

6.30 pm, Thursday, 10th December, 2015
Kathleen Lumley College, 51 Finniss Street, North Adelaide 5006

United Nations Association of Australia (South Australian Division)
Telephone (08) 8223 2420

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000

PH (08) 8223 2420
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World Humanitarian Day Lunch 4 September 2015
Welcome to Australia,
SCOSA, UN Youth and
others.

Grace Portolesi, Chair
of the South Australian Multicultural
and Ethnic Affairs
Commission, was a
gracious and amusing
emcee for the afternoon keeping the
Ronni Kahn surrounded by well wishers
crowd entertained
On Friday the Fourth of September,
with her well-known
The UNAA SA Division hosted the
sense of humour.
World Humanitarian Day Lunch at
The event commenced with minthe National Wine Centre.
gling in the foyer of the “Vine Room”
The Lunch was funded by the
at the National Wine Centre.
Department of Foreign Affairs and
A variety of soups, accompanied by
Trade through UNAA and saw many
toasted garlic bread were eagerly
guests attend. Unlike previous SA
eaten by the majority of guests.
Humanitarian Day Lunches, our
guests were not the clients of orUpon moving into the Vine Room we
ganisations working with disadvanwere greeted by Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon’s
video address on
the scourge that is
poverty in the world
today.

Alistair Brasted Singing

taged people: this time our guests
were the hard workers who are
so much involved in providing the
necessary help and support. They
included a contingent of volunteers
from Oz Harvest, our friends from

Our MC—Grace Portolesi

consisting of braised beef fillets
with a pepper sauce, potatoes and
mushroom shallots.

After the truly delightful delicacies
a surprise guest speaker was announced.

Founder and Head of OzHarvest
Ronni Kahn was a special guest,
having flown from Sydney to Adelaide especially to be present at the
luncheon.

Born in South Africa, Kahn moved to
Israel where she lived on a kibbutz

The Secretary General spoke by video,
telling about the
plight of more than
600 million people
in world currently
living in poverty.
He honoured fallen
Our OZ-Harvest Guests Enjoying the entree, Photo: UNAA SA
peacekeepers and
stressed the importance of the everyday global citizen
for many years before emigrating
getting involved in United Nations
to Australia with her then-husawareness raising activities.
band in 1998, before starting an
events management business. On
Before the main course arrived,
a vacation to South Africa, she was
guests were regaled with a fantastic
inspired by a friend when visiting
operatic vocal perforSoweto who told her that “she
mance from Alastair
was responsible for electricity in
Brasted of the Tutti
ensemble.
Alastair sang his
heart out to pieces
from composers Verdi
and Gounod as guests
took pictures.

Some of our honoured guests with chef Tze Khaw

Grandparents
for Grandchildren,
UNAASA
57/81 Carrington
Street Adelaide, SA 5000

The main course followed which featured
Chef Tze Khaw’s
creative influence,

PH (08) 8223 2420
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food becomes waste. It
is the primary goal of
OzHarvest to collect this
food and redistribute it to
people in need.

Ronni Khan speaking

Soweto”. Kahn recalls that “... at that
moment she realised that her life
could never be the same again. And
that shed had to come back and do
something meaningful for other
people...” Building on her experience
in corporate hospitality, she was
shocked by the waste and founded
Oz-harvest in 2004, initially with the
support of people in the restaurant
and catering industries in Sydney.
She spoke about food waste in the
world and how Oz-harvest is working to combat this problem in order
to feed the hungry.
Currently one third of the world’s

Ronnie was subsequently
bombarded with photos
and well-wishers, who
were eager to meet the
South African born Israeli.

Dessert was served,
surpassing many expectations, featuring crushed meringue
and a raspberry sauce.

atives from South Australia mingled
with some of the wine centre staff.
The UNAA SA has received many
accolades for a wonderful event,
and is now preparing for its next
major event, The UN Day Dinner on
November 1st at the National Wine
Centre.
Please follow the Facebook Link at the
foot of the first page to view some of the
photos of our wonderful event.

Tim Buttery UNAA SA

UNAA SA President John
Crawford took to the stage
to present SCOSA representative John Tobin, General
Manager Business Development and Marketing with a
scholarship cheque which
will assist two students in
furthering their studies.
Finally, an array of gourmet
chocolates was presented to
tables with tea and coffee.
At the conclusion of the
event, UN Youth represent-

Some of UN Youth SA enjoying the event

International Year of Light 2015 - ‘Light for Development’

Globally, people are using light to
discover solutions for society’s innate sociological and physical issues.
From 3-D printing to energy solutions, light is key in driving economies and encouraging the development of civilization. It is fascinating
to discover how international organizations are encouraging research,
education, and advancement of light
in communities worldwide.
Study after Sunset
For over 1.5 billion people around
the world, night-time means either
darkness or the dim glow of an unhealthy kerosene lamp or candle.
Such poor-quality lighting has dramatic impact on health and educational opportunities, and an important aim of the International Year of
Light will be to promote the use of
portable solar-powered high-brightness LED lanterns in regions where
there is little or no reliable source of
light.
Active Learning
ALOP (Active Learning in Optics

and Photonics) – a UNESCO’s International Basic Sciences Programme
(IBSP) flagship activity – is based
on the simple idea of using handson optics and photonics lessons to
teach teachers more about science,
and encourage them to share their
knowledge with other teachers as
well as their students. Activities involve simple, inexpensive materials that, whenever possible, can be
fabricated locally. Optics is ideal as
subject matter because it provides
a basis for many wider educational
topics in science and technology, and
is adaptable to research and education in many developing countries.

Painters in Spain create a display in Ovideo, Photo: Spie

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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UNESCO’s actions
The International Basic Sciences
Programme of UNESCO is an international multidisciplinary programme
established by UNESCO Member
States in order to strengthen national capacities in the basic sciences
and science education.
Astronomy for Development
One of the strong legacies left by the
2009 International Year of Astronomy was the establishment of an Office of Astronomy for Development
whose mission is to use astronomy
to make the world a better place.
The office was set up by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) in
partnership with the South African
National Research Foundation.
African Optics and Photonics
Supporting advanced training in Africa is a priority for UNESCO, and
the International Year of Light has
a special aim to create as a legacy of
2015, a sustainable African Optics
and Photonics Society.
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The UN International Day of Peace, 21 September

Celebrated on Sunday 20 September at the forecourt of Scots Church, North Terrace, Adelaide

Examples of the peace messages

For the 2015 UN International
Day of Peace a number of organisations joined together to hold
a stall on the forecourt of Scots
Church on the corner of North
Terrace and Pulteney Street in
Adelaide. People passing by were
asked to fill in their messages on
a dove outline, and these were
then placed on the message tree.
As well as UNAA SA the organisations taking part included
WILPF, the Quakers and MAPW.

The Volunteers at Scots Church

Concentrating on getting the message right

Between Peace Day (21 September)
and UN Day (24 October) we have
been collecting messages to place in
the Peace Bottle. The bottle, with its
messages will be on display at the
UN Day Dinner on 1 November, and
we are hoping to collect yet more.
UN Youth have joined with UNAA
SA in approaching schools to help
collect messages for the bottle.

The Peace Messages tied on the tree

As can be seen from the cut out
dove messages above, these have
been scanned into electronic form,
for easy placement in the bottle for
the next stage of its journey to New
York.

Port Adelaide Enfield Mayor, Gary Johanson, speaking at the opening
ceremony for the Port Adelaide Festive.

UNIC Director, Chris Woodthorpe with UN
Charter Preamble scroll which was placed in
the bottle

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000

The important message of UN at 79 on the
back of the bottle.

PH (08) 8223 2420
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Peace Bottle Launch – a tale of two anniversaries
and the Peace Bottle leave
they will be on display in the
Black Diamond Gallery in
Port Adelaide until United
Nations Day, 24th October.

The bottle arriving at the wharf
on the One and All Tall Ship

Auspiciously 2015 represents two
significant anniversaries. One, at
the international level, is the 70th
anniversary of the United Nations.
The other, at the local level, is the
175th anniversary of Port Adelaide.
To note this local historic event, the
Port Adelaide and Enfield Council held a festival embracing the
city’s diversity. At the launch of
the festivities a large Peace Bottle
nearly two metres high became the
centre-piece. The Peace Bottle will
herald peace messages from South
Australian school students, youth
and community members and be
sent to the United Nations in New
York to mark the 70th Anniversary
of the world organisation.

The idea of Peace Bottle was conceived by South Australian surrealist artist Andrew Baines to convey
peace messages from Adelaide to
New York. The United Nations Association of Australia South Australian
Division will collect the messages
and send them with the Peace Bottle
to New York. Before the messages

UN Representative in Australia,
UNIC Director Chris Woodthorpe
with Port Adelaide and Enfield Mayor, Gary Johanson.

This project will not only
highlight the 70th anniversary of the United Nations
but also focus attention on
the world body’s role in trying to achieve world peace.
The Port Adelaide Enfield
Council has given generous support and organised
the launch that took place
on Saturday, 10th October at Port
Adelaide where the Peace Bottle
was delivered to the Black Diamond
Wharf by the famous South Australian sailing ship, the One and All. A
Scottish piper played as UN Youth

UN Youth bring the bottle ashore

assisted with the unloading of the
Peace Bottle onto the wharf.

In opening the Port Adelaide Festival, the Mayor of Port Adelaide
Enfield, Gary Johanson, recounted
a similar event that took place 175
years ago on the very same spot to
commemorate the inauguration of
Port Adelaide as the port for the
new settlement of Adelaide. The
Mayor explained how Port Adelaide – a truly multicultural city –
has one of the highest concentrations in Australia of people from
diverse backgrounds, including
Aboriginal people. Following the
Mayor, the United Nations representative in Australia, Christopher Woodthorpe, who flew from
Canberra to participate, spoke of
the achievements of the United
Nations in peacekeeping, fighting disease and bringing health
and education to so many, but

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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of course lamented the intolerable
devastation that is happening in the
world today. Obviously a message
of peace is sorely needed in our
troubled times even if it is just a
message in a bottle so to speak.

Other people present included former senator and former president
of the United Nations Association of
Australia, Robert Hill, Kaurna elder,
Uncle Lewis O’Brien who gave the
welcome to country, Nicola Moore,
president of UN Youth and the new
CEO of Grandparents For Grandchildren, Peter Biber.

The South Australian Division
previously collaborated with Andrew Baines for the International
Year of Family Farming in 2014
when a number of South Australian
VIPs led coloured sheep around
Tarndanyangga to brighten up
Victoria Square. The pictures from
this scene virtually went around
the world. In addition, earlier this
year Andrew Baines devised a
multicultural “walking on water”
photo shoot involving more South
Australian community leaders from
various backgrounds braving the
waves at Henley Beach in traditional
costumes – the governor, mayors
and other dignitaries. This was the
UNAA SA’s first event in 2015 to
mark the 70th Anniversary of the
United Nations. The Peace Bottle
and Peace Messages is the second.

The Peace Bottle at the Black Diamond Wharf Port Adelaide
with the Vice President, Lidia Moretti of the United Nations
Association of Australia South Australia and Legislative
Councillor Hon Jing Lee and the president of the UNAA SA,
John Crawford, in the background.
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UNAA National Conference Report, ANU Canberra 2015

On the Weekend of August 21st, Tim
Buttery travelled to the UNAA National
Conference at Australian National University in Canberra. Since July Tim has
been working in the UNAA SA assisting
as an intern with the newsletter. He is a
student at Uni SA in Journalism and International Studies. Below is his report.
On Friday August 21st I woke bleary
eyed at 4.30am ready to fly to the
nations capital for the United Nations
Association of Australia National Conference. However, arriving in Canberra
on a brisk 2 degree winter’s morning
doesn’t do much for first appearances.

was done by a Lithuanian surrealist
to symbolize refugees’ struggles in
coming to a new country). Professor Russell Trood was beginning his
opening address so I surreptitiously
snagged a seat close by and settled
in, for a long day of riveting academic
presentations.

Opening the discussion, somewhat
fittingly, was the revered Gareth Evans
who spoke about his principle Responsibility to Protect (R2P). Evans was
typically scathing of the incumbent
Liberal government yet spoke fittingly

Gary Quinlan, Deputy Secretary of
Department of Foreign Affairs and
Trade (DFAT) and Sir James McLeay
who was a New Zealand Deputy Prime
Minister and former New Zealand UN
Ambassador. The floor then opened
up to questions, the majority of which
seemed well over my head in terms of
understanding and academia but now
reflecting back I think the influences
of the aforementioned 5am start had
their effects on my mental capacity.

There was then the opportunity for
a round-table discussion, whereby on
our respective tables we were asked
to put forward reports to the UNAA

We then were greeted with a morning tea of scones and fruit, whereby
I decided to
take the plunge
and strike up
conversation
in an attempt
to meet some
people. It just
so happened
I didn’t truly realize the enormity of
the gentleman
ANU until I asked when we were arI was sitting
riving and he replied ‘we’ve been here
next to introfor a couple of minutes already.’
duced himself
Pulling up to University House, I
as Ramesh,
began sprinting through the doors
whom I vaguealready 10 minutes late. Arriving at
ly remembered
registration I was given an excellent
as being one
Bob Carr doing what he does best, Photo: UNAA
kitbag of goodies, containing a proof the ensuing
gram, international newsletter and
speakers.
based upon the speakers we had just
some other basic UN staples such as a
Chatting away asking him about his
heard. Brainstorming with Ramesh
flag, notepad and pen.
life, unbeknown to me he was being
was beyond rewarding as we came to
Upon entrance to the hallowed
hassled by three or four people saying
the conclusion that the UN desperateconference hall I was greeted with
what an honour it was to meet him.
ly needs reform yet with the current
an array of abstract and interesting
I later found out he was the deputy
state of the Security Council and P5,
artwork (which I later found out
Security General of the United Nawill most likely never happen.
tions for sevOver a lunch of wraps of ham and
eral years, an
various
meats I began chatting to an
architect of the
African
gentleman
who sneaked in
R2P principle,
later
than
myself
at
my table. Learnan expert and
ing
his
name
was
Daniel
and he was a
advocate for
fellow
student
from
The
University
of
the proliferaWestern
Sydney,
we
instantly
struck
tion of nuclear
up a friendship. Joined by Gavyn
weapons and a
from Melbourne who worked for the
professor at the
Department of Environment, I had
ANU, the great
my trio of mates that augmented into
Ramesh Thakur.
a great friendship over the following
The follownights and day.
ing speakers
The session then jumped into the
were; H.E. Ma
interesting
debate over peace and
Zhaxou, Chinese
security,
featuring
the ever diplomatic
Ambassador
yet
scathing
Bob
Carr,
and may I say he
to Australia,
Gareth Evans and Russell Trood Converse, Photo: UNAA
After witnessing a verbal altercation
between a passenger and my soon to
be cab driver, I was thrust into his taxi
and was ear bashed with complaints
for the next 10 minutes as he drove
me to the Australian National University, University House, where the
national conference was to be held.

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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Some of our UNAA SA representatives at the Governor Generals

was mighty entertaining. In conjunction with the fountain of knowledge
Ramesh Thakur, Carr delivered his
dictation like a true politician with
a great flair and love for the camera.
Q&A again was fantastic picking the
brains of Ramesh on the proliferation of Nuclear weapons and the
current selling of Australia’s Uranium to India, who has not signed the
proliferation treaty.
As Afternoon Tea approached, I
inevitably hit the wall of exhaustion,
yet I was able to push through the
last session of the day featuring all
women and fittingly was a in depth
look into women’s rights.

Ameerah Haq videoed in on
a live link, whilst Leanne Smith
from UN Peacekeeping and Susan
Harris Rimmer from Griffith Law
School delivered stirring first hand
accounts of women’s abuse. Q&A
stirred the hearts of even the most
misogynistic male as the head of
UNAA Canberra rose to her full
potential delivering an ad lib comment/question in the form of a passionate plea for an understanding of
different cultures.

It was the subsequent evening at
the Governor General’s residence
however that truly made the trip the
most memorable. Whether it was
the personalized invite I received, or
the kangaroos bounding outside the
great rolling property of Yallalumla,
the night was memorable to say the
least.
It is near impossible to describe
the grandiose nature of Government House, let alone the fact we
were given free reign as guests of

His Excellency
to explore the
whole bottom
floor. Greeted
with a bounty
of drinks and
canapés there
was an air of
excitement as
we were held
in containment
awaiting His
Excellency and
Lady Cosgrove’s
arrival.

Upon Their
Excellences’ arrival there was a
stirring speech given about the role
of the United Nations before Peter
Cosgrove himself moved amongst
the guests. Being amongst one of the
lucky ones to gain a handshake and
a wink was beyond a privilege, let
alone having a personalized tour of
‘The Office’ wherein John Kerr overrode Gough Whitlam’s government.
A true piece of Australian history in
the flesh.
We were promptly ushered out
after a remaining tour of the rooms
of grandeur and wealth to ride back
into town and disperse ready for
day two.

ment Goals that featured a great info
booklet. Natasha Smith followed
Chris from DFAT and the unbelievably entertaining Stefan Hajkowicz
the head of CSIRO.
Stefan regaled us with statistics
regarding the global trends pertaining to the United Nations such
as India and China’s economies
are growing at a rate of 6.5% per
annum, or how by 2030 Japan will
have 40% of its population over the
age of 70.

When Q&A started however, I took
a cup full of courage and rose to the
floor to petition Chris Woodthorpe
about the likelihood of success in
development goals 5/10 regarding
making women equal in society. I
referenced African and Islamic law
societies deep rooted in cultural tradition, particularly the United Arab
Emirates where a young woman recently drowned because her father
refused the lifeguards permission to
touch her.
I received a chorus of ‘hear hears’
from the crowd in addition to a
sweating answer from Chris Woodthorpe who spoke of government
change and later sought me out
personally to discuss it further over
a cup of tea.

The
second
day I was
thankful
to arrive
on time,
actually
joining Sue
Rimmer
from the
University
of Queensland on
her walk
up from
Ramesh Thakur and Tim Buttery at The Young Professionals Event
the same
hotel. I got a great insight into her
The next session of day two-fealife and even a personalized tour
tured Marc Purcell the executive
of ANU’s main buildings before
director of ACFID discussing the role
jumping into the hall for the intense
of NGO’s, supported by the enterdiscussion to begin.
taining Professor Will Steffen of the
ANU Climate Change institute and
Rejoining my mates after the revCatherine hunter from KPMG who
elries of the night prior, we jumped
discussed corporate responsibility.
into UN Representative Chris
Will Steffen in particular provided
Woodthorpe’s speech on The New
some interesting insight into the
United Nations Sustainable Develop-

UNAASA 57/81 Carrington Street Adelaide, SA 5000
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road of governments to reducing
carbon emissions mainly from coal
burning, and lead us into the road
to Paris.

The concluding session of the
conference commenced shortly after
and was heavy handed academically
to say the least. It was foundationally based upon Human Rights
and Justice and discussed roles of
humanitarian law. Speakers included Professor Thakur again, Michael
Bliss of DFAT, Professor William Maley of the ANU College of Diplomacy,
and finally Michelle Burgis-Kashala
of ANU College Department of the
Asia and the Pacific. The level of academia as previously mentioned was
extreme, particularly from William
Maley and Michelle Burgis-Kashala
who seemed to rotate between a
verbosity of diction I have not yet
experienced.
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The conference wrap up featured
an interesting amalgamation of
speakers in panel form acting as
the new Secretary General of the
UN. At the closing Professor Russell
Trood remarked that the calibre of
speakers was one of the best ever
had. The evening had not concluded
however as the majority of people
from the conference piled into taxis
that were heading towards a UN
Young Professionals event at The
Duxton Loft in O’Connor.

This was the informal close to
the event and provided a free bar
tab and opportunity to network
with many of the speakers from the
conference. I was approached by my
now “good friend” Ramesh Thakur
who plunked himself down next to
me, commenting on my apparent
look of exhaustion, before delving
into his life story of how he grew up

in India and struggled to impress
his father through his choice of
profession. As the conversation was
deepening, one of the hosts requested a Q and A with Professor Thakur
and the crowd suddenly interrupted
us. This was the final hurrah whereby Ramesh encouraged the younger
of us to make a difference in life
and make it count. I drifted out at
the end of his talk exchanging a few
brief pleasantries with some of my
new-found comrades.

On the whole it was a fantastic
event, instilling in me a burning
desire to make this short life count
through helping others. The United
Nations Association of Australia
clearly devotes their time and energy to the plight of those less fortunate, and I for one am honoured and
privileged to be a part of their work.
Tim Buttery

2015 International Climate Change Agreement

Farmers are Affected: BusinessIndsider

UN negotiations are under way
to develop a new international
climate change agreement that
will cover all countries.
The new agreement will be adopted at the Paris climate conference in
December 2015 and implemented
from 2020. It will take the form of
a protocol, another legal instrument or ‘an agreed outcome with
legal force’, and will be applicable
to all Parties. It is being negotiated
through a process known as the
Durban Platform for Enhanced
Action (ADP).
The European Commission has set
out the EU’s vision for a new agreement that will, through collective
commitments based on scientific

evidence, put the world on track to
reduce global emissions by at least
60% below 2010 levels by 2050.
The EU wants Paris to deliver a
robust international agreement that
fulfils the following key criteria. It
must:
Create a common legal framework that applies to all countries
Include clear, fair and ambitious
targets for all countries based on
evolving global economic and national circumstances
Regularly review and strengthen
countries’ targets in light of the
below 2 degrees goal
Hold all countries accountable
to each other and to the public for
meeting their targets
The EU’s contribution to the new
agreement will be a binding, economy-wide, domestic greenhouse
gas emissions reduction target of at
least 40% by 2030.In other news,
the climate conferences in Warsaw (2013) and Lima (2014) agreed
that all countries are to put forward
their proposed emissions reduction
targets for the 2015 agreement as
“intended nationally determined
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contributions” well in advance of
the Paris conference.
The contributions will be prepared at national level by each
Party, as the EU has done, and submitted to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC).
The UNFCCC secretariat will
publish these contributions and
prepare, by 1 November 2015, a
synthesis report to assess whether
they put us on track to keep global
warming below 2°C.
A negotiating text for the 2015
agreement was agreed in Geneva
in February 2015. Before the Paris
conference, negotiations will continue at intersessional UN meetings
in June, September and October in
Bonn.
Climate Council Database 2015
Australia is one of the largest
emitters per capita and the 13th
largest greenhouse gas emitter in
the world, ahead of 182 other countries. The emissions from Australia’s
coal resources alone, if developed,
would consume two-thirds of the
world’s remaining carbon budget.
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UN Peacekeepers Service, 13 September 2015
at the National War Memorial, North Terrace
UNAA SA was again represented at
the annual Peacekeepers Memorial
Service at 11.00 am on the 13 September. A UNAA wreath was included
amongst tributes from other associated bodies.
‘Together for Peace’
As this year’s International Day of
UN Peacekeepers falls during the
70th anniversary of the United Nations, we are reflecting on the past,
present and future of UN Peacekeeping and reaffirm our commitment to
working ‘Together for Peace’.
Since its inception in 1948, the UN

has established 69 peacekeeping
operations – in Africa, the Americas,
Asia, Europe and the Middle East.
The number of people who have
been UN peacekeepers — more than
1 million — far surpasses the total
number of staff who had worked for

the UN in all other capacities worldwide.
Today, some 125,000 women and
men serve in 16 peacekeeping
missions across the globe. Our
peacekeepers are deployed in some

of the world’s most challenging and
austere environments and mandated with increasingly complex and
difficult tasks. Over the decades,
UN Peacekeeping has implemented a series of reforms to be both
‘fit for purpose’ and innovative in
the management of our field operations. Peacekeepers continue to
strive towards greater performance,
efficiency and cost-effectiveness,
introducing new technologies and
strengthening our partnerships
worldwide.

INTERNATIONAL DAYS—October 2015 to February 2016
OCTOBER
1 October International Day of Older Persons (A/
RES/45/106)
2 October International Day of Non-Violence (A/
RES/61/271)
5 October World Teachers’ Day [UNESCO] (UNESCOPRESSE, vol.4, no.17, p.9)
5 October (first Monday in October) World Habitat Day (A/
RES/40/202 A)
9 October World Post Day (UPU/Tokyo Congress 1969/
Res.C.11)
10 October World Mental Health Day [WHO]
11 October International Day of the Girl Child (A/
RES/66/170)
13 October International Day for Disaster Reduction (A/
RES/44/236) (A/RES/64/200)
15 October International Day of Rural Women (A/
RES/62/136)
16 October World Food Day [FAO] (A/RES/35/70)
17 October International Day for the Eradication of Poverty
(A/RES/47/196)
20 October World Statistics Day (A/RES/69/282, draft
A/69/L.72)
24 October United Nations Day (A/RES/168 (II) (A/
RES/2782 (XXVI))
24 October World Development Information Day (A/
RES/3038 (XXVII))
27 October World Day for Audiovisual Heritage [UNESCO]
31 October World Cities Day (A/RES/68/238)
NOVEMBER
2 November International Day to End Impunity for Crimes
against Journalists (A/RES/68/163)
6 November International Day for Preventing the Exploitation
of the Environment in War and Armed Conflict (A/
RES/56/4)
10 November World Science Day for Peace and Development
14 November World Diabetes Day (A/RES/61/225)
15 November (third Sunday in November) World Day of
Remembrance for Road Traffic Victims (A/RES/60/5)
16 November International Day for Tolerance (Resolution

5.61 of the 28th session of the UNESCO General Conference) (A/RES/51/95)
19 November World Toilet Day (A/67/L.75) (draft)
19 November (third Thursday in November) World Philosophy Day
20 November Africa Industrialization Day (A/RES/44/237)
20 November Universal Children’s Day
21 November World Television Day (A/RES/51/205)
25 November International Day for the Elimination of
Violence against Women (A/RES/54/134)
29 November International Day of Solidarity with the Palestinian People (A/RES/32/40B)
DECEMBER
1 December World AIDS Day
2 December International Day for the Abolition of Slavery
3 December International Day of Persons with Disabilities
(A/RES/47/3)
5 December International Volunteer Day for Economic and
Social Development (A/RES/40/212)
5 December World Soil Day [FAO] (A/RES/68/232)
7 December International Civil Aviation Day [ICAO] (A/
RES/51/33)
9 December International Day of Commemoration and
Dignity of the Victims of the Crime of Genocide and of the
Prevention of this Crime (A/RES/69/323)
9 December International Anti-Corruption Day (A/RES/58/4)
10 December Human Rights Day (A/RES/423 (V))
11 December International Mountain Day (A/RES/57/245)
18 December International Migrants Day (A/RES/55/93)
20 December International Human Solidarity Day (A/
RES/60/209)
JANUARY
27 January International Day of Commemoration in Memory
of the Victims of the Holocaust (A/RES/60/7)
FEBRUARY
4 February World Cancer Day
6 February International Day of Zero Tolerance to Female
Genital Mutilation (A/RES/67/146)
13 February World Radio Day [UNESCO]
20 February World Day of Social Justice (A/RES/62/10)
21 February International Mother Language Day [UNESCO]

(A/RES/56/262) (30C/62)
INTERNATIONAL WEEKS 2015
23–29 April 2007 UN Global Road Safety Week A/RES/60/5
25–31 May Week of Solidarity with the Peoples of
Non-Self-Governing Territories A/RES/54/91
1–7 August World Breastfeeding Week [WHO]
4–10 October World Space Week A/RES/54/68
24–30 October Disarmament Week A/RES/S-10/2, p. 102
11–17 November International Week of Science and Peace
A/RES/43/61 (The week in which 11 November falls)
INTERNATIONAL YEARS
2015
International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies A/
RES/68/221
International Year of Soils [FAO] A/RES/68/232
2016
International Year of Pulses (A/RES/68/231)
International Year of Camelids (draft A/C.2/69/L.41)
INTERNATIONAL DECADES
2015–2024 International Decade for People of African Descent A/RES/68/237
2014–2024 United Nations Decade of Sustainable Energy
for All A/RES/67/215
2011–2020 Third International Decade for the Eradication of
Colonialism A/RES/65/119
United Nations Decade on Biodiversity A/RES/65/161
Decade of Action for Road Safety A/RES/64/255
2010–2020 United Nations Decade for Deserts and the
Fight against Desertification A/RES/62/195
2008–2017 Second United Nations Decade for the Eradication of Poverty A/RES/62/205
2006–2016 Decade of Recovery and Sustainable Development of the Affected Regions
(third decade after the Chernobyl disaster) A/RES/62/9
2005–2015 International Decade for Action, “Water for Life”
A/RES/58/217
From http://www.un.org/en/events/observances/index.shtml

Note: The A/RES/nn/nnn references refer to the UN resolution establishing the Day etc. The full resolution can be found by an internet search for that number..
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Reflecting on UN at 70, and
Peace
As a 6 year old my recollection of
the founding of the UN is naturally a
little vague. But one lasting memory I have is the way my parents
regarded it as such an important
step towards lasting peace when
discussing it around the table at
meal times. I have to admit to an
equally vivid memory of a bomber
at treetop height flying over the old
pepper tree at Walkerville Primary
School to celebrate VP Day a couple
of months earlier.
Someone left a copy of Roger
Lipsey’s book “Hammarskjöld,
A Life” (2013) in the office a few
months ago. I thank the mystery
donor: it is proving a fascinating
read, telling how the UN grew under
Dag’s careful guidance as Secretary
General to take on the challenges of
keeping the peace.
Peace has been very much on our
mind of late, culminating with
the hard work involved in getting
Andrew Baines’ idea of a Peace Drop
(our first working title), through to
the attractive and imposing bottle
on display at the Port Adelaide Black
Diamond Gallery as I write this.
In the book it quotes Dag:
Peace is not a gift that comes to
us without effort. Peace is only an
achievement attainable only for
those who are willing to work for it
and to make the sacrifices it may call
for.
Peace is not just the passive state of
affairs in a world without war. It is
a state of living devoted to action in
order to build a world of prosperity
and equity where occasions for conflicts either disappear or are quickly
challenged if they arise. (P174)
As we ask people to offer peace
messages to send in our “Peace
Bottle” it seems to be an appropriate reminder that we need to put in
the effort if peace is our goal, both
individually, nationally, and internationally.

UN Day Dinner

For the rest of the year the first
reminder is for the UN Day Dinner.
there is still time to book, but please
, as soon as you can.
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POSTSCRIPT

The date is the 1st of November. I
hope that this time I get it right—so
many people have told me I gave the
wrong date in previous newsletters.
I apologise.
Penny Wong is an excellent speaker,
and the theme of the UN at 70, and
multiculturalism promises not only
good company and good food, but
also food for the mind as well.
This is also our major fundraising
event each year, and its success is
fundamental to keeping UNAA SA
afloat. The Peace Bottle will be on
display at the Dinner, and there will
be an opportunity to record your
peace message in the book that will
accompany the bottle to its final
destination..

Discussion Evening—Glen
Woodward

November 17, 5.30 pm in the office,
I am delighted that Glen will join
us to speak about “My Chinese
Friends”.

For many years a UNAASA Committee member, he will be well known
to many of our members, not only
as guide and historian on SA and notable past personalities, but also for
his role in greeting people coming to
our UN Day Dinner.
I commend his talk to you.

Human Rights Day Talk—
South Australia’s Letters
Patent

Following our most interesting recognition of human Rights Day on 10
December last year when Prof Ivan
Shearer told us about his experience as a member of the UN Human
Rights Commission, we will hear
about King William’s Letters Patent
seeking to protect the rights of the
original Aboriginal inhabitants of
South Australia at the time. It is an
interesting part of our history as
Shaun Berg explained as the speaker
at our AGM a few years ago.
Our speaker will be Owen Karpany.
who was the “star” of the video “The
King’s Seal”. He is on a committee of
Aboriginal elders who are pursuing
this issue.
Please make a note in your diary:
Thursday 10 December, 6.30 pm,
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Kathleen Lumley College, Finniss
Street, North Adelaide.

Humanitarian Day Lunch

With support from UNAA and DFAT
a fantastic lunch was offered to a
group of guests who in various ways
work in supporting or providing
humanitarian help.
The surprise speaker who arrived
from Sydney unannounced to speak
about food waste was Ronni Kahn,
founder of OzHarvest. She was
inspiring.

Pamela Rajkowski talked
about Cameleers

This was another exceptional
discussion evening. The Cameleers
came from India and Afghanistan to
Australia to look after the camels.
Having British passports they had
automatic 3 year visas and had to
leave Australia after 3 years, but
were entitled to return. Those who
settled here still have descendants
in both Adelaide and country towns,
and Pamela has been researching
their history, and bringing them
together to celebrate this fascinating
part of the story of the outback.
While we were disappointed not to
learn more about the camels, we
learned that they were a fascinating
subject, imported by Sir Thomas
Elder in the 1860s (maybe in the
year of the camelids next year we
will learn more).

The Peace Bottle, and the Port
Adelaide Festival

We must pay tribute to the Port
Adelaide Enfield Council and Mayor
Gary Johanson for their support in
realising Andrew Baines’ idea of the
rather large Peace Message Bottle.
The 10th October was a fun day,
and thank you to Chris Woodthorpe
for coming across from Canberra to
provide the UN message.

UN Peace Day

A low key celebration in the warm
sun on North Terrace collected
peace messages demonstrating that
people are still wishing to be seen
seeking peace.

October 2015, John Crawford, President
phone: 8344 4978 email: pres@unaasa.org.au.
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